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As other scientific fields, linguistics is witnessing the advent of big data. Databases like the WALS
(Dryer & Haspelmath, 2011), PHOIBLE (Moran McCloy & Wright, 2014) or LAPSyD (Maddieson
et al., 2013) have led to a burst of investigations based on hundreds if not thousands of
languages. In some, correlations and possible causal relationships are studied between nonlinguistic and linguistic variables. Departing from a classical perspective of language as an
autonomous system, these studies emphasize that it is actually rooted in biological, social and
ecological settings, and display adaptation to them: the distribution of tonal languages may be
explained by climatic factors (Everett, Blasi & Roberts, 2015) or specific haplotypes (Dediu,
2011), language overall complexity by social structure (Lupyan & Dale, 2010), the size of
phonemic inventories by speakers’ group size (Hay & Bauer, 2007, but see Donohue & Nichols,
2011), or the presence of ejective consonants by altitude (Everett, 2013). Atkinson (2011) also
proposed that the distribution of phonemic diversity on the planet derived partly from Homo
sapiens’ colonization of the continents, which led to controversy. These authors build on former
approaches in linguistics (Munroe, 1996; 2009; Nettle, 1996) and anthropology (Nettle, 2009).
In these studies, statistical approaches have to take into account the genealogical and spatial
relationships between languages, which undermine the independence of statistical units.
Considering random effects (Jaeger, Graff, Croft and Pontillo, 2011) or looking for correlations
between genealogical, geographic and typological distances (Dediu & Ladd, 2007) is possible,
yet these techniques seem to better address the grouping of languages into families than their
spatial distribution.
We present a test of the “acoustic adaptation hypothesis” (AAH) to illustrate the use of spatial
regression, which has gained popularity in fields such as econometrics (Anselin, 2010). The AAH
suggests that the structure of vocal communication signals is adapted to the animals’ habitat to
limit degradation during propagation, and has been tested in various species (Ey & Fischer,
2009). Maddieson (2011) has argued for AAH in humans based on a positive correlation between
i) temperate climate and ii) consonant inventory and syllable complexity. We revisit his proposal
with a precise investigation based on 429 languages, their phonemic inventories, the tree
coverage of their geographic areas, their number of speakers and amount of language contact.
We focus on various spatial models, some with random effects, and how they may support a
small but significant acoustic adaptation.
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